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2. DISCUSSION 

2.1 Development has continued during the past 18 months, and some of the IVATF 
discussions and outcomes are certainly relevant. 

2.2 An important safety outcome from the IVATF was that operators must have a strategy 
and process which captures information in relation to their operations over areas where a large number of 
active volcanoes exist. Flight Safety and Volcanic Ash (Doc 9974) states the following: 

5.2    PRE-ERUPTION 

a) The operator should have in place a robust mechanism for ensuring 
that it is constantly vigilant for any alerts of pre-eruption volcanic 
activity relevant to its operations. The staff involved need to 
understand the threat to safe operations that such alerts represent; 
some operators include this expertise within their “Operations Unit”. 

b) An operator whose routes traverse large, active volcanic areas for 
which immediate IAVW alerts may not be available, should define 
its strategy for capturing information about increased volcanic 
activity before pre-eruption alerts are generated. Such an operator 
should also ensure that its crews are aware that they may be the first 
to observe an eruption and so need to be vigilant and ready to ensure 
that this information is made available for wider dissemination as 
quickly as possible.  

2.3 In this respect, fulfilling part of the requirement is to have the information to support such 
a strategy; the IAVW structure should facilitate situational awareness. Products being developed such as 
the Volcano Observatory Notice for Aviation (VONA) and the proposed “daily summary” are in support of 
this and indicate a strong alignment of IAVWOPSG and IVATF thinking. 

2.4 An example of the use of such information is that, using the interactive information 
provided by Darwin VAAC, one major operator in the region has developed a threat/action/conditions 
matrix using a mix of volcano profile information and the advised threat probability to determine if route 
avoidance action is necessary pre-flight, which leads to some degree into how the in-flight flight 
monitoring is managed. The approach is adjusted according to where flights are: for a State in the area 
with a high degree of volcanic monitoring, individual VONA are sufficient and a broad-scale summary is 
not required. 

2.5 An important aspect of the “situational awareness” approach is that less experienced 
operators can assess an overall situation quickly and could have access to visual and summary materials 
that lead them towards the formal IAVW-related products. 

2.6 Further development work in-house has also shown that an internal situational awareness 
tool can link smoothly into internal awareness and products. The examples below are two screen shots 
showing how a VAAC operator can graphically access current volcanoes of concern to look at past 
activity, VAAs issued and link to current warnings, VONA, and so on. 
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2.9 Different paths are possible towards this end and it is possible that different paths can 
coexist. The Australian approach has been developed in the context of having multiple and not necessarily 
well resourced volcano observatories, who all prefer to not issue aviation colour codes. In other locations, 
for example Alaska, there is a 1:1 VAAC-observatory relationship, and a relatively well resourced and 
technologically advanced volcano observatory that issues volcanic colour codes. It is possible, therefore, 
to specify that situational awareness information should be provided, and leave the rest to regional 
agreement. 

2.10 It is likely preferable that, by default, and consistent with the arguments presented at 
IAVWOPSG/6, the VAACs should take a proactive role, and any regional agreement that has the MWOs 
or volcano observatories taking the lead for summarizing situational awareness should be by exception. 
This approach satisfies the operators’ need for standardized, concise and broad-scale information. It does, 
however, provide an impost on VAACs that cover wide areas with multiple volcano observatories. With 
the current state of volcanic monitoring reporting, there appears to be little option in this regard. 

2.11 As is also recorded elsewhere, the IAVWOPSG VAAC Best Practices Seminar series 
derived a definition of best practice analysis and forecasting for the VAACs as follows: 

“VAAC best practice is the expert evaluation of the best available 
sources of meteorological and volcanological information: 

a) qualitative and quantitative satellite data; 

b) model output; 

c) ground- and airborne-based in-situ and remotely sensed observations; 
and 

d) air reports; 

using (where possible) collaborative approaches, to derive authoritative, 
high quality, evidence-based and globally-consistent volcanic ash 
analyses and forecasts.” 

2.12 The IVATF extensively discussed collaborative decision making, including between the 
VAACs, MWOs, and volcano observatories. The group may wish to consider that the interactive broad 
scale collection, summation and presentation of situational awareness data is an important context in 
which to progress this theme. In practical terms, if a VAAC is actively either summarizing the data for 
their entire area, or seeking such a summary from other IAVW participants, the ensuing interchange is far 
more likely to achieve proactive situational awareness than a more passive approach. As an example in 
this regard, Australia and Indonesia have been discussing ways to better exchange volcanic information. 
Recently, Indonesia has developed a way for the State volcano observatory to enter information in a web-
based interface and then have it transmitted directly to internal Indonesian addresses, and then the Darwin 
VAAC via AFTN without further intervention. Australia and Indonesia are now discussing a further 
iteration in which critical observations (such as radar and satellite) could be shared between agencies for 
the information of all agencies. Such an interchange will necessarily lead to better situational awareness 
and places the VAAC in a good position to positively contribute to a higher-quality suite of information. 
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3. CONCLUSION 

3.1 In view of the foregoing, the group may wish to formulate the following conclusion: 

 Conclusion 7/xx — Situational awareness for aviation operators 

That, in support of aviation risk management requirements: 
 

a) all VAAC provider States be invited to consider the 
provision of situational awareness information on volcanic 
activity relative to their area of coverage and ways it can be 
proactively obtained and presented in a consistent manner, 
including the estimation of aviation colour code where no
formal colour code is assigned, and incorporating formal
information where it is available; and 

 
b) that an ad-hoc group consisting of … (Rapporteur), …, … 

and in consultation with VAACs, further develop concepts 
related to a) above and report to IAVWOPSG/8. 

4. ACTION BY THE IAVWOPSG 

4.1 The IAVWOPSG is invited to: 

a) note the information in this working paper; and 

b) decide on the draft conclusion proposed for the group’s consideration. 

 
 
 
 
 

— END — 


